WANTING A WINTER NIGHT

The Italian Inn at Main street point.

At the corner of Simpson and Willamette.

Who of you would care to have an extra ticket? I'm wanting a winter night.

STEAM IT OUT

The Italian Inn at Main street point.

When you want a bit of Italian food, none will satisfy you as well as the Italian Inn. The place is small, but the food is excellent. There is nothing like it in the city.

A GREAT SNAP

It sold out at once, and was at a good word that it is the best impression on the market.

Baker's Review, 5¢. The Portland

The Portland Review, 5¢.
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QUALITY-QUALITY FIRST, LAST AND ALL THE TIME—AS THE WATCHWORD IN THE PRODUCTION OF CITY BREWERY BEER

You do not find it lacking in that "life" so necessary to

in the required alert

Your soup in packaging for house lords, build

in your packages and appliances that show

in preference to those that are shipped

When you drink beer, insist on City Brewery—on draft at

in the following places:

HILL'S PLACE

W. J. HILL, Prop.

BRENNERY DEPOT.

STATE-SALOON.

Paul Horst, Prop.

TH. Laverock, Prop.

THE CRESTED SALOON.

J. H. Taylor, Prop.

Pendleton Beer THE BEST

Quality—quality first, last and all the time—as the watchword in the production of City Brewery Beer
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